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Sustainable strategic for avoiding pandemic
impact in tourism

• Description
• Storytelling - for increasing the attractiveness of the Province as a safe
destination;
• Training for Tourism technician in the territory
• Enhanced promotion of the El Cid cultural route – a usually less beaten
track;
• Marketing of sustainable locally sourced products, Km0 consuming ‘Elige
Teruel’
• Discounts of 30 € on 3,000 overnight stays – to incentivize proximity
tourism;
• Measures to ‘put on the map’ more tourisms attractions to limit the tourist
flows using the map as a individual tablecloth;
• Increase the visibility of the rural multiservices: grocery and bar in villages
with less than 500 inhabitants,
• Partnership with restaurants, hotels, hostels and local media outlets.
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Sustainable strategic for avoiding pandemic
impact in tourism

• Results
• More than 1,300 nights subsidized by the program.
• 60 pupils in the training that are technicians in the territory
• 100 tapas of local products as ham and truffle promoting the local products
• 100,000 table cloths with the province’s map disseminated in more than 135
restaurants and 51 municipalities
• 10 contest of visibility of the territory: pictures, home made recipes, tapas of the
restaurants…
• 85 managers of multiservices made training
• 1 improved web page
• 6 marketing campaigns
Those results were possible because we managed to reorient rather quickly the
implementation of our sustainable development strategy adopted in 2017

• Timing: From March to November 2020
• Budget: 97,387.7€
• Responsible organization: Provincial Government of Teruel
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Thank you!
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